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About This Game

About

Centifeed in an indie action game that will take you across 8 levels and multitudes of challenges for you to overcome!

Features

You are a customizable centifeeder that can swap parts on the fly.

Eat bugs to get rewards and grow larger and stronger.

Collect orbs and DNA points to unlock new body parts to access more difficult stages.
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Mix and match body parts to get the ultimate build for your gameplay style.

Full Soundtrack

Full Controller Support
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Title: Centifeed
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Ghost Lord Games
Publisher:
Ghost Lord Games
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018
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At the begining, this was as buggy game that had a lot of potential however, after replaying the game 10 months later I can say
that the creator(s) have worked on it a lot and for once, I do recommend playing it. Below is my new game review on it:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/YICFEgdRYnQ. This game is really smart and it's also a fun to play it.
Graphics looks maybe a little old but it's fun and not annoying. Music is nice. Gameplay is really addictive, puzzles are easy on
beginning but they are getting harder on each level. Some of them are ehm... really hard. I needed 5-6 plays to finish them and
extreme level is still before me :) But this is really good training for your brain and this game is for people who like thinking and
solving puzzles.
So this is a big Yes for me and I'm really surprised that this looking not-so-awesome game turned into an interesting and smart
game. Something like hidden diamond. It will stay in my library for long.
+ Smart puzzles
+ Smooth difficulty level increase
+ Many hours of playing
+ Ok music and graphics
+ Fun and no violence - good for kids
+ Achievements progress is shown often and achievements are fun
- Some animations could be better

. No controller support, terrible interface with NO options, most of it is still in russian, not very good puzzles and just sort of left
half finished.. I give into defeat with this Bullet Hell gate ~ far more difficult than most and you are also required to kill
yourself into the level/bosses in order to do real damage.

For crazy bullet hell fans only! If I was 16 years old, this would have been mild... at 30 I cannot reflex quite as quick as I need
too, lol.. Absoultely no recommendation. Mainly due to the horrible NVidia flickering bug and the overall lack of support.
I would want to like this game but the devs dont care about fixing their sh*t.
It's amazing how often this ends up on sale lately, they should just update the store page informing that this game wont work
properly with Nvidia cards.

Seriously STEAM you've gotten sort of horrible when it comes to communicating both with your customers and the Devs that
are allowed to release these unpolished products.
Its a shame!. This game has potential but it's too under developed at the moment, even when you consider the price.
There are many minor areas that need improvement that are evident withing the first 2 minutes of play.
Your craft has a wide wingspan that makes you an easy target.
Your craft is slow to maneuver making the game feel sluggish and makes you an even easier target.
There are minimal pickups for a game of this type.
Weapon pickups are bland with no powerup features.
The music gets repetitive, FAST.
You are limited to only 3 lives.
No compound enemies, only unitary large enemies.
AI movements are lifeless.. Not surprisingly "Wolves at the Gate" is a very good DLC..Looks superb ,absolute heaps of new
stuff,runs perfectly as you would expect from these folk. Anything wrong with it ? Yep but pretty minor,maybe a few dollars
too dear,I've spent a fair wad of cash with all the DLC's but for a card carrying nit picker and grump there's nothing else to bleat
about... 9.5 out of 10.... Its vvvv but with a cat. pretty good, but Lines by Nestor Yavorskyy are better.

only tweek of this game is a mechanic that you have to draw a line in single motion, quite problematic in pratice.

good one 6/10
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Ok. A mi me cuadran los juegos complicados, que lo ponen a uno a manejar la vara a lo maccro y a lo micro. La vara con este
es que se pasaron de complicado.
Es real time pero mapa tipo risk, tons se enreda uno y hay que ponerlo en el menos lento a cada rato pa manejar las ciudades a
cada rato. No hay nada con una region, pero cuando lleva uno un cuarto del mapa ganao, diay nada mas que hacer que estar
chineando ciudad por ciudad eternamente. Fua fua fua fuaaaaaa.
Este no lo recomiendo, en vez de demandante es tedioso.. Pretty cool!

So far I’m really enjoying the game, a big surprise! I though this would be another generic indie action/PRG but it actually
hooked me up with excellent and simple combat system and cool atmosphere of dying world.
. fun game, lots to explore. puzzles aren't too hard and there's a reasonable amount of backtracking/collectibles, i found most of
the stuff on the way and didn't have to go back for much near the end of the game.

weird ending but i had fun playing it. A really good story. This game is one of, if not the worst game on the entire Steam store.
The 30 minutes I've played have been trying to play multiplayer with a friend. We've fallen through several mountains, have
flown upwards, got stuck in the starting screen, and lost our cursors on the menu screen countless times. Here is a other list of
flaws that we have found

 The menu sliders are messed up. Sometimes it uses an entirely different slider than the one you want to use

 The colour select screen also doesn't really work. It always picks a colour more to the left than the one you want

 Some maps are basically impossible. The Dune and the French map are just flat.

 The terrain is a weird mix of Unity models, extremely low-res textures that look like they have been made on a free trial
of Paint 3d, and just straight-up Google Earth

 On the Alps map, there is a blue parachute with someone there. If you walk on the parachutes you fall through the map.

 Multiplayer is a mess. You can only host or join while gliding, so you can't start together without some tedious planning.

 Multiplayer hardly works. You're lucky if you can join, even luckier if you can leave the menu while in a multiplayer
game and extremely lucky if one of you sees the other. We haven't been able to actually glide with eachother.

 If you have a dual-monitor setup, and play it in windowed mode (You have to do this if you want to use a cursor in
multiplayer), it starts in the middle of the two monitors. That's right, it starts on both monitors

 The tutorial is impossible. You are prompted to use certain buttons, but those buttons crash the game.

 If you press the "I" button in multiplayer, you are teleported to the start, but your glider keeps on gliding. From the start,
you can walk around to remotely controll your glider.

 The game crashes a bunch. Be prepared to restart it a lot.

 A very specific flaw, but I'm still amazed at how they screwed it up. One of the menu sliders' labels is too long, so if you
slide it to 10, the last part of the label dissapears.

 You can fly upwards in a spiral if you want. But be careful, if you get underneath the map (not difficult), you can crash
by hitting the bottom of the map.

 If you crash, you have to go back to the menu, and have to repick the map if you want to try again.

 After flying for about 20 minutes and landing, my friend had 4 points. Just 4.

 If you're gliding, you are much smaller than if you are walking, and are smaller than the NPC's on the ground.
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 I've got stuck in the "Missions" sign 2 times, without even trying

 I've said it before, but this game might be the most hideous game I've seen on steam.
This game is a joke, which is also the only reason you should buy it. My throat is sore from laughing about how terrible
this is. I would almost recommend this game for the fun it has brought me, but I can't let myself give any bit of kudo's to
the maker(s) of this game.. Aura: The Fate of Ages is a puzzle adventure in a 3D environment. Basically, you jump from
one room to another finding clues or items to complete puzzles of different challenge with the rooms being pre-
rendered, quite beautiful backgrounds to your current point of view which you can turn 360 degrees sideways and almost
as much up and down.

It took me some time to get into the mindset for the puzzles herein but once you found that the main obstacle is the own
failure to find interactive pieces/ways in the rooms currently available.
One such piece was an admittedly quite big leaf that I had to collect from a forest ground and couldn't for more than an
hour. Another was a lever basically standing vertically with the player's point of view almost directly above it.

Still the game is fun. I like that puzzles tended to discourage brute-forcing (with often more than a thousand
combinations possible) and that, with the exception of two of them, I could think them through before solving them.

Even though the graphics seem a bit dated I recommend the game for providing a few hours of challenging puzzles.
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